
The energy of waves

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Reflection Amplitude Interference Refraction

Medium Compression Frequency Seismic wave

1. ______________ - the distance the particles of a medium move from their
resting positions as a wave passes through

2. ______________ - stress created when two tectonic plates are pushing
against each other causing rock to fold or break

3. ______________ - the number of waves (vibrations) in a certain period of
time

4. ______________ - the interaction between two different sound waves; either
the constructive or destructive results of the meeting between two waves

5. ______________ - the substance required to transmit most kinds of waves

6. ______________ - the deflection of a wave off the surface of an object

7. ______________ - the bending of a wave as it moves at an angle through two
different mediums; when light bends moving from one medium to another

8. ______________ - a wave that travels through the Earth, most often as the
result of an earthquake; energy waves released by an earthquake that travel
through the Earth
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The energy of waves

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Reflection Amplitude Interference Refraction

Medium Compression Frequency Seismic wave

1. amplitude - the distance the particles of a medium move from their
resting positions as a wave passes through

2. compression - stress created when two tectonic plates are pushing
against each other causing rock to fold or break

3. frequency - the number of waves (vibrations) in a certain period of time

4. interference - the interaction between two different sound waves; either
the constructive or destructive results of the meeting between two waves

5. medium - the substance required to transmit most kinds of waves

6. reflection - the deflection of a wave off the surface of an object

7. refraction - the bending of a wave as it moves at an angle through two
different mediums; when light bends moving from one medium to another

8. seismic wave - a wave that travels through the Earth, most often as the
result of an earthquake; energy waves released by an earthquake that travel
through the Earth
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